Additional Questions Submitted to SCF Digital Link Solutions
Proposers 12/17/10

• Does your solution support full Cisco IP 791X/794X/796X series phone integration, which includes displaying text messages, speaker phone announcements and soft-key capabilities for emergency notification and paging? Please highlight which features are supported, and if any of the non-supported features will be introduced in near-future releases.
• Does your solution support AD backend authentication based on security group? If so, is there local fallback authentication in case DC's are unavailable?
• Does your solution support nested grouping of imported devices?
• Does your solution include a cell phone app or call-in number that can trigger emergency events? Will the system be able to restrict call-in number or app usage to a configured list of cell numbers?
• Are there any additional features in regards to IP surveillance or Building Card Access systems integration? This is not a part of the RFP, but would be a value add.
• Will the system be able to send video, text and audio alerts to campus DMS, specifically eDean?